RULES FOR KILLERMONT WINTER
FOURSOMES LEAGUE
2017/2018
1. The format is sectional foursomes matches to be completed by Sunday 31st
December 2017. Matches are played from the White Markers.
2. Members are encouraged to arrange to play ties as soon as possible.
Matches can be played in any order.
3. Competitors should only record the score of each match played on the
draw sheet. For example, if team A beats team B by 3&2 then it should
be recorded as A + 5 and B - 5. A halved match should be recorded as a
0 for both teams.
4. The Match Secretary or Convener will calculate each teams points at the
31st December 2017. Two points will be awarded to the winners of each game
and one point awarded to both teams when the match is halved. The section
winners will be those with the highest number of points after all the matches
are completed. Only in the event of two teams having the same number of
points will the holes up differential is used to determine the winner.
5. Should there be joint points winners with the same holes up differential in a
section then the team who won the match against the other leaders will
proceed to the knock out stages. If the match resulted in a half then a playoff
between the two teams will determine the winners of this section.
6. If a team withdraws after playing a match all their matches will be discounted.
Notification of withdrawal should be made immediately to the M&H Secretary
or Convener.
7. The winners of each section will qualify for the knock out stages, which will be
played during the months of January, February and March 2018 culminating in
the final to be played on the 18th March 2018.
8. Strokes are allocated on the basis of one HALF of the difference of the
combined handicaps.
9. Disputes arising through the arranging or playing of ties should be referred to
the M&H Convener, Ewan Duncan.
10. Winter Foursomes Ties will NOT have priority on the course and should play
at the speed of the course.

RULES FOR GAILES WINTER
FOURBALL LEAGUE
2017/2018
1. The format is sectional fourball matches Sunday 31st December 2017.
Matches are played from the White Markers.
2. Members are encouraged to arrange to play ties as soon as possible.
Matches can be played in any order.
3. Competitors should only record the score of each match played on the
Draw sheet. For example, if team A beats team B by 3&2 then it should
be recorded as A + 5 and B - 5. A halved match should be recorded as a
0 for both teams.
4. The Match Secretary or Convener will calculate each teams points at the
31st December 2017. Two points will be awarded to the winners of each game
and one point awarded to both teams when the match is halved. The section
winners will be those with the highest number of points after all the matches
are completed. Only in the event of two teams having the same number of
points will the holes up differential is used to determine the winner.
5. Should there be joint points winners with the same holes up differential in a
section then the team who won the match against the other leaders will
proceed to the knock out stages. If the match resulted in a half then a playoff
between the two teams will determine the winners of this section.
6. If a team withdraws after playing a match all their matches will be discounted.
Notification of withdrawal should be made immediately to the M&H Secretary
or Convener.
7. The winners of each section will qualify for the knock out stages, which will be
played during the months of January, February and March 2018 culminating in
the final to be played on 8th April 2018.
8. Strokes are allocated on the basis of the lowest handicap player conceding
strokes to the other 3 players based on 90% of the difference.
9. Disputes arising through the arranging or playing of ties should be referred to
the M&H Convener, Ewan Duncan.
10. Winter Fourball Ties will NOT have priority on the course and should play at
the speed of the course.

